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Redesigning Enterprise Processes for E-Business w/CD ROMMcGraw-Hill, 2000
This is the decade of redesigning enterprise processes for e-business !  Creating a process advantage has always been a formidable strategic weapon for business enterprises, but the internet and e-business have brought new urgency to it. A different form of business process redesign or reengineering (BPR) has been ignited by e-business to create...
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Principles of Critical Care Companion HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 1999

	Referenced by chapter to the new edition of its parent book, the coverage here is concise and focused and intended for "middle of the night" use. Tables, charts and an outline format provide fast access to the essential clinical data to diagnose and successfully manage the patient in the ICU.
...
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Troubleshooting Campus Networks: Practical Analysis of Cisco and LAN ProtocolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Essential information on the successful troubleshooting of complex campus networks
   
   Just as a used car can seem to be in good condition to an inexperienced consumer, a network can also feign an appearance that all is running smoothly to the unskilled user. Upon closer examination, though, a true expert can discern when a network is...
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Practical Oracle Database ApplianceApress, 2014

	Practical Oracle Database Appliance is a hands-on book taking you through the components and implementation of the Oracle Database Appliance. Learn about architecture, installation, configuration, and reconfiguration.  Install and configure the Oracle Database Appliance with confidence. Make the right choices between the various...
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Modern Control Technology: Components and SystemsThomson Delmar Learning, 2000
Modern Control Technology: Components and Systems, 2nd Edition provides an introduction to automatic control systems and components that is both comprehensive and up-to-date. Logically organized, this book takes the reader on a journey through a control system. Each chapter examines a different functional part, followed by discussion of control...
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Male Genital Lesions: The Urological PerspectiveSpringer, 2012

	With the increased incidence of HPV-related genital diseases, including premalignant and malignant penile lesions, urologists and practitioners in general face numerous difficult challenges when attempting to diagnose genital lesions correctly. Despite the importance of genital lesions in the male, there are few books on the subject in the...
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Pro .NET Memory Management: For Better Code, Performance, and ScalabilityApress, 2018

	
		Understand .NET memory management internal workings, pitfalls, and techniques in order to effectively avoid a wide range of performance and scalability problems in your software. Despite automatic memory management in .NET, there are many advantages to be found in understanding how .NET memory works and how you can best write...
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SQL Server Execution PlansRed gate, 2012

	Every day, out in the various online forums devoted to SQL Server, and on Twitter, the same types of questions come up repeatedly: Why is this query running slowly? Why is SQL Server ignoring my index? Why does this query run quickly sometimes and slowly at others? My response is the same in each case: have you looked at the execution plan? An...
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Op Amps: Design, Application, and Troubleshooting, Second EditionNewnes, 1996

	OP Amps deliberately straddles that imaginary line between the technician and engineering worlds. Topics are carefully addressed on three levels: operational overview, numerical analysis, and design procedures. Troubleshooting techniques are presented that rely on the application of fundamental electronics principles. Systematic methods are...
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Cardiogenic Shock (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2002

	Leading world authorities drawn from cardiology, surgery, pediatrics, internal medicine, and basic science comprehensively survey the diagnostic, therapeutic, and prognostic aspects of cardiogenic shock. These experts describe the different scenarios leading to cardiogenic shock, the ways to diagnose their causes, the unique therapeutic...
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Windows Server 2019 Automation with PowerShell Cookbook: Powerful ways to automate and manage Windows administrative tasks, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		A practical guide to Windows Server 2019 and PowerShell

	
		Key Features

		
			Use PowerShell to effectively configure and administer Windows Server 2019
	
			Improve the performance of new features such as DevOps and containers using PowerShell
	
			Enhance PowerShell's...
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A+ Technician's On-the-Job Guide to Windows XPMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Designed for the IT professional with 1-3 years of  experience who needs to put their experience to work quickly and effectively in  an XP environment, this practical guide offers readers skill-building as well as  troubleshooting information on Windows XP.

If you’re working as an...
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